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HIGHLIGHTS (12-month period Nov-Oct 2017/18)
London’s luxury hotels convert
4.9% growth in RevPAR into a
3.7% rise in GOPPAR.

Regional UK hotels record RevPAR
growth of 2.1%, but rising costs
weaken GOPPAR growth.

Pace of growth in payroll costs
softens despite payroll rising by
3.5% in London and 1.6% in
regional UK.
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Knight Frank is pleased to
launch its second detailed
annual review of Trading
Performance in the UK
Hotel sector.

Regional share of the sample
Number of hotels rooms by region

Despite slower growth in 2018 compared
to the previous year, the resilience of the UK
hotel sector is evident, given that in excess
of 15,000 new rooms opened in 2017 and a
further 15,000 new rooms have either opened
In partnership with HotStats, we have once
or expected to open in 2018. The stronger
again produced a unique and comprehensive
global economy and the competitive value of
analysis of the UK’s hotels trading performance,
the pound have continued to provide a boost
which focuses on a detailed review of
to inbound tourism and combined with a strong
hotel revenue, cost, and profitability using
UK leisure market which gathered momentum
consolidated monthly data, to analyse historical
during the summer months, positive growth
and year-to-date performance.
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Nevertheless, caution remains as the impact on
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and Regional UK, and
from which an
in depth
business investment from ongoing economic
analysis has been carried out and key hotel
and political uncertainty, relating to the outcome
metrics applied in order to review trends, draw
of the Brexit negotiations, is having a profound
conclusions and provide an insight into future
bearing on trading, altering a hotel’s market
hotel trading performance. In addition, we have
segmentation,
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(of total
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and potentially greater
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departmental costs.
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Looking ahead to 2019, the headwinds
average three-year TRevPAR performance),
of rising payroll costs are set to continue
other major secondary towns/cities and a UK
following the government’s announcement
regional market which excludes the Top 20 and
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secondary city hotel markets.
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Our sample of hotels, totalling some 111,500
contributions. Deal or no-deal, the challenging
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trading environment is expected to continue.
£139 Scotland,£195
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Wales and Northern
At a time of slower growth
Ireland. London comprises the greatest
performance, the need to have a well-defined
concentration of hotels in our sample (36%),
set of market segments, combined with
representing approximately 26% of London’s
strong insight into the distribution channels of
hotel bedroom supply. In addition, our sample
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London | 36.1%

South East | 12.0%
Scotland | 11.3%

North West | 9.2%

West Midlands | 6.7%
East of England | 6.4%
Yorkshire &
The Humber | 4.7%
East Midlands | 4.5%

Wales | 2.5%
North East | 2.2%
West Yorkshire | 0.1%

Source: Knight Frank Research
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Key performance indicators by UK
region Rolling 12 Months, Nov-Oct 2017/18
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TOPLINE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Knight Frank’s forecast for year-end 2018 RevPAR records growth of 3.9% in London and
3.0% in regional UK, which underscores the resilience of the UK hotel market. That said,
the ongoing uncertain trading environment combined with high levels of new supply have
tempered growth levels across the UK.

2018 FORECAST

Occupancy, average room
rate & RevPAR
The UK hotel market has enjoyed an
improving82.0
trading
environment during
%
76.5% 2018,
as the rate of growth in top line trading
+1.0%
+0.5%
performance, which slowed in Q4 2017,
continued
into 2018. RevPAR growth
in
OCCUPANCY
OCCUPANCY
the regions has been considerably more
£
balanced, £returning to positive growth,
albeit
£
£
£
£
it low, since the spring. The London market
US£ 171
£ 88 for
which experienced
marginal or noUSgrowth
+1.0%
+1.9%
the first six
months of 2018, came
to life at
the start ofADR
the hot UK Summer. ADR
With rising costs, both London and regional
UK hoteliers have shown a reluctance to
£140
£67
reduce room rates, as such modest levels of
growth in+2.3%
ADR have been achieved
of 1.6%
+2.5%
and 1.8% respectively for October YTD.
REVPARas the biennial Farnborough
REVPAR
Events such
AirshowLONDON
have contributed toREGIONAL
the stability
UK
of the London hotel market. London has
outpaced provincial markets with a 3.8%
rise in RevPAR YTD, due to occupancy
rising by 1.8%, compared to regional

2019 FORECAST

UK occupancy levels remaining stable at
77% for the same period. Considering the
quantum of new supply entering the UK
hotel market, modest growth in RevPAR is a
80.6outcome.
%
positive

81.5%

Whilst+0.4%
an understanding of the entire
UK
-0.5%
regional market or total London market
OCCUPANCY
performance provides a useful measure of
comparison,
the performance trends of key
£
geographical
locations or different asset
£ £
£173.20
classes
remain
opaque. Knight Frank’s
US£ 97
detailed
analysis reveals that the Top 20 UK
+3.4%
+1.5%
Regional towns/cities (in terms of an annual
ADR
average
TRevPAR performance over the
past three-years), outperform secondary
UK regional towns/cities, with a market
£79
penetration index (MPI) of 136%. As£141
such,
the Top
20 Regional UK towns/cities have
+4.0%
+0.9%
achieved RevPAR growth of 2.4% as at
REVPAR
October YTD, compared to 2.0% RevPAR
growth achieved
REGIONAL
UK - TOP by other major secondary
LONDON
20towns/cities.
CITIES (TREVPAR)
Meanwhile, on a city-wide
basis, Birmingham, as the UK’s third largest
regional hotel market and a city which holds
a strong market position across all demand

2018 FORECAST

generators, is one of five hotel markets,
monitored by HotStats, achieving over
5% growth in RevPAR as at October YTD
2018. Other cities performing strongly with
respectable RevPAR growth in 2018 include
76.8%
81.0%
Brighton, Liverpool, Glasgow and Derby.
+0.3%
+0.4%
The city of Edinburgh continues to perform
well but with significantly lower growth than
compared to the previous year. In 2017, a
surge in Edinburgh’s RevPAR performance
of 14% was
£89attributed to the weakened
£99
pound and a strong surge in international
+1.5%
1.8%
visitors. The
cities of Cardiff and Belfast
are further examples of cities experiencing
weaker or marginal annual RevPAR growth.

£99
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+1.9%

+2.3%

The London market suffered
REGIONAL
REGIONALfor
UK -the
TOP
marginal
orUKno growth
20 CITIES (TREVPAR)
first six months of 2018.
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In London, after a phenomenal year in
trading performance during 2017, growth
rates in 2018 prior to the summer months
have been marginal or on the decline.
During the first half of 2018, luxury hotels in
London managed to maintain the average
room rate, but with fewer international
visitors and shorter lengths of stays, this
resulted in lower occupancy rates. Since
the beginning of the summer, however, the
performance of London’s upper-upscale
and luxury hotels have rebounded strongly,
achieving RevPAR growth as at October
YTD of 4.5% and 4.9% respectively.
Meanwhile, with the budget sector
accounting for approximately 70% of
the 8,000 new rooms that have opened
in the capital since the start of 2017, this
has exerted significant pressure on the
performance of London’s upper midscale
hotel sector as they strive to compete for
market share. With the primary focus of upper
midscale hotels to maintain occupancy, this
has resulted in lower average room rates and
consequently lower growth in RevPAR.
Nevertheless, with the London hotel market
having witnessed a slowdown during Q42017, the comparison for growth in Q4-2018
is expected to be positive. As such, Knight
Frank envisages a year-end occupancy
rate of close to 83% for London and with a
respectable increase in ADR, RevPAR growth
of 3.9% is forecast, equivalent of £142 PAR.
As for regional UK, full-year occupancy
of close to 77% is forecast, together with
a 2.0% growth in ADR, this translates
into 3.0% growth in RevPAR or £67 PAR.
Meanwhile, the Top 20 regional UK towns /
cities will achieve the strongest growth, with
4.5% growth in RevPAR anticipated.

Crowne Plaza Manchester – Oxford Road (Opened September 2018)
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HOTEL REVENUES

There is significant variation in the
segmentation mix of the various hotel
market sets in both London and regional
UK. In terms of room nights occupied for
the period Nov-Oct 2017/18, with respect
to regional UK hotels, independent luxury
hotels penetrated the strongest in the
transient leisure sector, with an average of
33% of the annual room nights attributed
to this segment. The regional UK Upper
Upscale hotels hold the weakest share of
leisure room nights when compared to all
other regional UK hotel datasets, but capture
the strongest proportion of its volume from
the Best Available Rate (BAR), Corporate
and Conference markets, totalling some
69% of total annual room nights.

We have compared and analysed the various hotel income streams and by applying
various performance metrics, this allows us to draw the following conclusions:
revenue departments are unlikely to have
a material impact on profitability.

RACK/BAR
Leisure

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

33%

74%

Rooms revenue

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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London
Conference Hotels

2%
21%
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77%
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Select service
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22%

Rolling 12 Months, Nov-Oct 2017/18

% point change YTD Oct 2018

London
Upper Upscale

66%

Market segmentation by occupied room nights

London market segmentation

London
Upper midscale

45%

33%

London
Upper
upscale

The composition of Rooms Revenue analysis
reveal for the YTD period between January
to October 2018, that across the majority of
hotel categories there has been a strong rise
in the proportion of rooms revenue driven
by the leisure segment, which is up 13% in

FIGURE 7

FIGURE 6

UK Regional
Upper midscale

3%

Conference

The importance of understanding a hotel’s
market segmentation is core to optimising a
hotel’s Rooms Revenue, allowing for better
yielding, forecasting and management of
the hotel’s various operating departments.
Continued monitoring and actively working
the business mix, identifying opportunities
to replace lower yielding segments, knowing
when to accept group business, enhance
management of room types to minimise
overbooking and maximise upselling and
implementing a dynamic pricing strategy
to yield individual market segments are all
ways of improving a hotel’s RevPAR.

Conference
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Tour Groups

LUXURY LONDON HOTELS

20%

Corporate
Tour Group
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42%

5%

London
Upper midscale

2%

28%

In Regional UK, the increase in leisure
demand has resulted in a two percentage
point change in the segmentation mix,
with the Top 20 UK regional towns/cities
witnessing an even greater variation, with
the leisure mix rising by 3.7% points.

LONDON UPPER MIDSCALE

3%

demand from overseas, high-net-worth
leisure visitors to London. Through active
yield management, the strong demand for
higher paying leisure business has been
captured, combined with relatively stable
trade in the corporate and conference
segments and squeezing out the lower
rated tour operator segment, this have led
to London’s modest growth in RevPAR
observed in 2018.

UK REGIONAL LUXURY INDEPENDENT HOTELS

6%

UK Regional
Upper upscale

UK REGIONAL UPPER UPSCALE

Top 20 UK Regional
Cities (by TrevPAR)

The annual change in segmentation mix
amongst UK regional hotels outlines some
key trends in activity. Most notably, there
has been a strong increase in leisure
demand across all hotel market sets
(with the exception of the Upper Upscale
segment). As at October YTD, London as a
whole has observed 3.1% point change in
the market share of leisure room nights as a
percentage of total room nights. This shift is
even more intense in London’s luxury hotel
market, with a shift in segmentation mix of
6.1% for the leisure segment, with robust

UK REGIONAL UPPER MIDSCALE

UK Regional
Luxury independent hotels

4.0%
3.5%
3.0%
2.5%
2.0%
1.5%
1.0%
0.5%
0.0%
-0.5%
-1.0%
-1.5%
-2.0%

Hotel markets located in secondary regional
UK cities capture on average 31% of the
annual volume of room nights from the
corporate market, compared to only 24%
for hotels located in the Top 20 regional UK
cities, which in contrast captures a greater
proportion of room nights from the BAR and
conference segments.

UK REGIONAL SELECT SERVICE UPPER MIDSCALE

2017/18

% point change YTD Oct 2018

UK Regional
Secondary towns/cities

Revenue mix % (POR) Rolling 12 Months, Nov-Oct

UK regional market segmentation

Top 20 UK Regional
Cities (by TrevPAR)

FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5

UK Regional
Luxury independent
hotels

•	Hotel sectors with over 75% of revenue
derived from Rooms revenue are less
impacted by any significant rise or fall in
ancillary revenues. As such, any growth
or decline in revenues from non-rooms

Whilst advancements in smart, automated
revenue management software facilitates
a hotel’s drive to enhance and maximise
revenue performance, the productivity of
such sophisticated tools and technology
is largely dependent on having strong
processes in place, in order to capture
data and garner a holistic view of each
and every customer. Having a well-defined
set of market segments and having a
strong insight into the distribution channels
of each, not only presents a much clearer
understanding of who is booking, why
and when, but provides the foundation
for setting a hotel’s pricing strategy
correctly, from which successful and
profitable revenue management techniques
can be deployed.

UK Regional
Upper upscale

•	In regional UK, Select-Service upper
midscale hotels are the most dependent
on the Rooms product, driving 77%
of their total revenue from the Rooms
department. In contrast, full-service

Rooms segmentation

UK Regional
Upper midscale

•	Full-service hotels in London typically
generate around 75% or more of their
revenue from the Rooms department.
Strong occupancy levels at over 84% for
certain datasets, for the 12 month period
to October 2018, have enabled hoteliers
to leverage the average room rate, with
the increase in Rooms revenue helping
to maintain or grow operating margins.

upper upscale regional UK hotels
typically drive around 59% of their
revenue from the Rooms department.

UK Regional
Select service
upper midscale

•	Independent luxury regional UK hotels
are the least dependent on Rooms
Revenue as the hotel’s main revenue
driver, with only 45% of total revenue
attributable to the rooms department.
A lower bedroom count than typically
branded operators, reputable
restaurants, captive markets due to
remote surroundings, multiple food and
beverage outlets and a strong mix of
conference and banqueting facilities are
all factors that contribute to a balanced
revenue mix.

RESEARCH

Other

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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Edinburgh Manchester Birmingham

Cardiff

London
upper
midscale

London
upper
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London
luxury

London
conference
hotels

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

FIGURE 9

Corporate revenue mix, ADR % change v RevPAR contribution % change
Oct YTD 2018
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FIGURE 10

Conference revenue mix, ADR % change v RevPAR contribution % change
Oct YTD 2018
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FIGURE 11

Tour group revenue mix, ADR % change v RevPAR contribution % change
Oct YTD 2018
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Demand in regional UK for the corporate
market has increased with growth of 2.6%
in occupied room nights and a rise in the
average room rate of 1.2% for October
YTD. The increase in revenue, however,
has not kept pace with the growth in the
leisure segment, resulting in the RevPAR
contribution from the corporate market
declining by 1.0%. Certain UK cities, such
as Edinburgh and Manchester have seen
a greater decline in the corporate RevPAR
contribution due to the leisure segment
experiencing a much greater uplift.
In the conference segment, London’s
midmarket sector has experienced a decline
in both occupied room nights and the ADR
by segment, with RevPAR contribution
some 15% lower. Meanwhile, the luxury
and upscale hotels have achieved strong
RevPAR contribution growth of between 5%
and 7% driven almost exclusively by growth
in the ADR, which increased by 7.8% and
6.0% respectively.
Changes in demand resulting in an
alteration of the segmentation mix,
combined with continued growth in hotel
supply have been the two main catalysts
to slower growth rates in 2018, particularly
so with respect to ADR growth. On a
micro level some of the top yielding hotel
markets have seen much greater changes
to their market segmentation and revenue
mix. As a result, whilst positive growth in
hotel revenues have been achieved, on a
UK-wide basis the growth is at a lower level
than compared to the previous year.

-20%
-25%

Top 20 UK
regional cities
(by TrevPAR)

UK regional
secondary
towns/cities

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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Food & Beverage Revenue
Regional UK as a whole has generally
witnessed no growth in Food and Beverage
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Food & beverage revenue
(% of total revenue)
Rolling 12 Months, Nov-Oct 2017/18

LONDON
Luxury

45%
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Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

(F&B) revenues, there are certain hotel
markets that have enjoyed reasonable
growth. One such segment is the selectservice segment which for the full year NovOct 2017/18, achieved 3% growth on a PAR
basis, with the self-service kiosks and graband-go concepts appealing to the changing
habits of in-house guests. (Select Service
hotels, a hybrid between limited service
and full-service hotels, typically provide a
product offering in keeping with limitedservice properties, alongside a selection of
the amenities, facilities, and services typical
of full-service hotels.)
Luxury independent regional UK hotels
have also fared well, with this market set
particularly strong at promoting individuality
and creating experiences for guests, as such
strong growth in the leisure segment has
impacted positively on food and beverage
spend during the stay. As overnight leisure
demand has continued to increase in 2018,
so has the incremental F&B spend for luxury

However, in city-centre locations, where
competition is fierce and branded hotels
historically poor at promoting their food
and beverage businesses, growth in
F&B revenues have been much more
elusive, with the Top 20 regional cities and
secondary cities all witnessing declining
revenues for the full year Nov-Oct 2017/18
and YTD 2018. Furthermore, those specific
hotel markets which have suffered a
decline in the conference segment have
also recorded the greatest declines in
F&B revenue, as ancillary spend across
all revenue generating departments is
impacted by fewer residential and day
conferences. The F&B revenues for the hotel
markets of Edinburgh and Cardiff have all
been impacted, recording declines of 6%
and 4% respectively, as at YTD October

5%

40%

independent hotels, with full year Nov-Oct
2017/18 growth of 4.7% achieved on a PAR
basis, rising to 5.4% growth as at October
YTD 2018.

4%
35%
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% Change
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-10%
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10%
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20%

London’s luxury hotels have observed
a 14% fall in the average room rate of a
leisure guest, however, the strong rise in
leisure demand has resulted in a 19% rise in
the contribution of this segment to RevPAR.
Across regional UK, the majority of hotel
markets have witnessed either marginal
growth or declining ADR of the leisure
segment, but a considerable rise in leisure
generated rooms revenue. Top 20 Regional
UK cities have recorded a 17% rise in
Leisure RevPAR contribution, and cities
such as Cardiff and Birmingham achieving
RevPAR contribution growth in the leisure
segment of 49% and 36% respectively.

Conference hotels
Top 20 UK regional
cities by TrevPAR)

30%

Upper upscale

ADR
RevPAR

40%

In contrast to the leisure
segment, demand in
regional UK for the
corporate market has been
much weaker.

Luxury independent hotels

50%

Average daily room rate by market segment, London v UK regional hotels (£)
Rolling 12 Months, Nov-Oct 2017/18

Upper midscale

Oct YTD 2018

FIGURE 12

Select service upper midscale

Leisure revenue mix, ADR % change v RevPAR contribution % change

% of total revenue

London and 11% on regional UK, compared
to the same period in 2017, with the rise
in revenue attributed to significant growth
in occupancy as opposed to a rise in the
average room rate.

FIGURE 8

RESEARCH

LONDON
Annual % change (PAR)

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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DEPARTMENTAL COSTS

FIGURE 14

Split of F&B departmental revenue (PAR)
Rolling 12 Months, Nov-Oct 2017/18

UK REGIONAL

LONDON

120

Rooms cost
Despite a continued rise in Room costs
across all categories of hotels on a POR
basis, Room costs have increased at their
slowest rate in three years. For the fiscal
period to Nov-Oct 2017/18, Rooms costs
increased by 2.9% in London and 2.3% in
regional UK; compared with a three-year
compound annual average increase of 3.6%
for London and 3.5% for regional UK for the
same fiscal period.

100

80

60

HOTEL

40

20

0

LUXURY
CONFERENCE TOP 20
INDEPENDENT HOTELS
CITIES (BY
HOTELS
TREVPAR)

SECONDARY
TOWNS/
CITIES

UPPER
MIDSCALE

UPPER
UPSCALE

LUXURY

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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In both London and regional UK, the
growth in rooms RevPAR for the full-year
Nov-Oct 2017/18 has outperformed the
growth in Total Revenue PAR (TRevPAR) in
the majority of all data sets analysed.

As at October YTD 2018, Rooms cost of
sales now make up 26% of the total Rooms
cost in London, equivalent of £10.70 POR
and 29% of the total Rooms cost in regional
UK, which equates to £7.80 POR.

Significant variation exists in payroll costs
between the specific hotel datasets, with
our analysis confirming that certain major
regional UK cities, namely Edinburgh,
Manchester and Birmingham, have all
witnessed a slowdown in the pace of rising

FIGURE 16

FIGURE 15

Rooms departmental costs – % annual change (POR)

RevPAR v TRevPAR growth 2017/18

Rooms RevPAR % growth

TRevPAR % growth

5%

75.0

78%

62.5

75%

50.0

72%

37.5

69%

25.0

66%

15%

Rooms cost of sales
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Rooms expenses

Total rooms cost

12.5

63%

0.0

60%
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2%
1%
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UK REGIONAL

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

UK
Regional

Upper
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LONDON

Luxury

London

-10%
Top 20 UK
regional cities
(by TrevPAR)

UK regional
secondary
towns/cities

UK regional

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

London
upper midscale

London
upper upscale

London
luxury

UK REGIONAL

Luxury

3%

Conference hotels

5%

Upper upscale

10%

4%

0%

Rolling 12 months, Nov-Oct 2017-18

Nov-Oct 2017/18 v 2016/17

Annual % Change, Rolling 12 months Nov-Oct
6%

Breakdown of rooms cost – POR (£)

Upper midscale

In the period Nov-Oct 2017/18, ancillary
revenue streams, such as telephone and
leisure revenues, have declined in London
by approximately 6% on a per occupied
room basis (POR), whilst regional UK has
witnessed no change overall. Ancillary
revenues in hotels throughout the UK have
been declining year-on-year since 2015,
with ancillary revenues in regional UK
hotels representing 8.7% of total revenue
compared to over 9.1% three years earlier.
In London, ancillary revenues now equate

Rooms RevPAR v total
RevPAR growth

FIGURE 17

Secondary towns/cities

Ancillary revenue streams

revenue since 2015.

A few exceptions include luxury
independent regional hotels which has
achieved exceptionally strong growth in F&B
revenues; Upper Upscale regional hotels
which achieved only marginal growth in
RevPAR; and upper midscale London hotels
which yielded strong F&B revenues from the
leisure segment, despite a fall in conference
demand. Overall, however, the contribution
from non-rooms revenue departments to
Total Revenue has been marginal or led to a
dilution of TRevPAR growth.

Top 20 cities (by TrevPAR)

In London, F&B revenues have generally
increased, achieving 2.5% growth PAR for
the full year Nov-Oct 2017/18 and rising
to 3% growth PAR for October YTD 2018.
London’s upper midscale, conference and
luxury hotel markets have achieved the
strongest growth, with F&B revenues rising
between 2.5% and 4.5% PAR for October
YTD 2018, with the contribution of F&B
revenues to the total hotel revenue mix
remaining stable.

to approximately 3.5% of total revenue,
declining by one percentage point of total

F&B costs throughout the UK, for the full year
Nov-Oct 2017/18 have increased at a greater
pace than any growth in departmental revenue,
thereby causing departmental profit margins
to decline. Even where a market has achieved
revenue growth, the total rise in costs have
outstripped the pace of revenue growth. In
London, whilst F&B revenues have increased
by 2.5% on a PAR basis, F&B costs have
increased by 2.9%. In regional UK, stagnant

Upper upscale

2018. Overall, for UK regional hotels, the
contribution of F&B revenues to the total
hotel revenue mix has declined by almost
0.5%, to 33% of total revenue.

Rooms payroll costs represent the largest
cost element in the rooms department and
accounts for 50% of the total rooms cost.
Payroll costs have increased by 2.9% in both
London and regional UK, on a POR basis
for the period Nov-Oct 2017/18, equivalent
of £20.0 POR and £13.40 POR respectively.
Whilst in London, the pace of increase in
payroll costs, as at October YTD 2018, has
slowed, reducing to 2.2% on a POR basis,
regional UK continues to see payroll costs
rise, increasing by 3%.

Food & beverage costs

Luxury independent hotels

UPPER
UPSCALE

payroll costs as at October YTD 2018. The
rise in the rooms cost of London’s luxury
hotels, continues to increase at a significantly
faster pace than the London market average,
with payroll costs rising by 5.9% to £35 on a
POR basis for the 12-month period NovOct 2018. The impact of the increase in the
minimum wage, given the high ratio of staff to
guests, has contributed to the strong rise in
payroll costs in London’s luxury hotel sector.

Upper midscale

SELECT SERVICE UPPER
UPPER
MIDSCALE
MIDSCALE

Instrumental to the slowdown in rising rooms
cost is a significant reduction in the cost
of sales (which includes the travel agents’
commission, reservation fees, GDF fees,
third party representation fees and internet
booking fees), with the growing emphasis
on booking direct by many of the global
operators and changes to segmentation
impacting on distribution channels likely
to be having a positive impact. Following
a 15% rise in the cost of sales in London
over a two-year period up to October 2017,
over the past 12 months, there has been a
1% reduction in commission and fees paid.
Regional UK has witnessed a similar trend,
with a 13% rise in the two-year period to
October 2017, whilst the rise in the cost of
sales has slowed to just over 1.7% in 2018.

In terms of Rooms expenses, London has
continued to observe a strong rise in this
expense, growing by 7.4% on a POR basis
for the fiscal period Nov-Oct 2018. The
upward trend has continued in 2018, rising
by 8.5% on a POR basis as at Oct YTD.
Consequently, Rooms expenses in London
account for approximately 24% of total
rooms cost, which equates to £9.70 POR.
Conversely, regional UK hotels have reduced
the growth of Rooms expenses to 1.7% on
a POR basis for the fiscal period Nov-Oct
2018, with this same margin maintained as
at Oct YTD. Rooms expenses in regional UK
now account for approximately 21% of total
rooms cost, equating to £5.70 POR.

Room GP %

Room Hire

Select service upper midscale

Beverage

Some departmental operating costs are rising at a faster pace than departmental revenues,
with the upward trajectory of both payroll costs and departmental expenses are contributing
to the rise.

Costs/Expenses POR

Food

RESEARCH

LONDON

London
Rooms cost of sales
Rooms expenses POR

Rooms payroll POR
Rooms gross profit %

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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with the level of increase falling to 3% in
London and 1.5% in regional UK as at
October YTD 2018. Albeit, payroll costs in
the luxury and upscale sectors in regional UK
are rising by around 4%, significantly higher
than the regional UK average.
The rise in F&B costs over a three-year
period reveals a sharp rise in payroll costs,
with the combined cost of wages, salaries
and employee benefits rising by over 10% in
London and by greater than 8% in regional
UK, based on a PAR basis. Upscale and
luxury hotels which are the most labour
intensive and cities where demand for
personnel is at its most competitive, have
seen payroll costs rise by as much as 15%
over the three-year period.

Staybridge Suites Manchester – Oxford Road (Opened September 2018)

FIGURE 19

F&B revenue growth, compounded by
rising costs of 1.6% on a PAR basis have
impacted profit margins.

Nov-Oct 2017/18. The trend for larger city

F&B Payroll costs have increased by 3.8%
in London, 1.6% in regional UK and by
2.3% in the Top 20 regional UK towns/cities
on a PAR basis, for the 12-month period

result in higher labour costs, as compared

Food & beverage cost breakdown
PAR by asset class (£)
Rolling 12 Months, Nov-Oct 2017/2018

centre hotels and the quantum of full-service
40%

80

hotels located in city-centre destinations,

38%

70

to hotels located in a more regional or rural
setting. However, a softening in the rise in

36%
60

payroll costs in 2018 has been observed,

34%

12-Months period Nov-Oct 2014/15 v 2017/18

32%
40
30%

-3%

-3.0%

-6%

-3.5%
Upper
midscale

Upper
upscale

Luxury
independent
hotels

Top 20
cities
(by TrevPAR)

Secondary
towns/
cities

UK REGIONAL
Food cost (PAR)
% change

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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Upper
midscale

Upper
upscale

Luxury

LONDON
Beverage cost (PAR)
% change

% point change of departmental
profit margin

-4.0%

0

22%

UK REGIONAL

F&B payroll PAR
Beverage cost of sales PAR
F&B profit margin

Luxury

-2.5%

24%

Conference

0%

10

Upper upscale

3%

-2.0%

Upper midscale

-1.5%

Payroll (PAR)
% change

The cost of labour is set to continue to
increase throughout the medium term, as
growing uncertainty weighs in over the end
to the free movement of labour and the
UK government announcing plans to bring
down low skilled migration to the UK in a
post Brexit environment.

Payroll costs form the largest proportion of
FIGURE 20
costs for a hotel, with our analysis showing
Breakdown of payroll costs PAR by hotel class (£)
that the average payroll costs, as at October
Rolling 12 months Nov-Oct, 2017/18
YTD 2018, equate to 26% of total revenue
for London hotels, increasing to over 30%
8
120
in Regional UK hotels. Total payroll cost for
21.7% 40.56%
100
the£150
Top 20 regional UK towns/cities equates
4
to 27% of total revenue, with payroll costs
80
21.7% 40.5%
£120 to 30% for other major UK city/townrising
2
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0
37.5%service, upper midscale
£90 that select
reveals
40
21.7% 40.5%
hotels in regional UK have the lowest payroll
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costs as a percentage of revenue at 24%
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Top 20 Cities
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(by Trevpar)
Upper midLuxury
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Hotels
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Rooms
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Departmental
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total revenue
F&B
Rooms
Other
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have the largest payroll allocation
at
approximately £98 PAR.
Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

UK REGIONAL

LONDON

FIGURE 21

Departmental costs PAR by hotel type (£) Rolling 12 months Nov-Oct, 2017/18

UK REGIONAL

LONDON

26%

Conference hotels

6%

20

Luxury independent

-1.0%

Upper upscale

-0.5%

9%

Upper midscale

12%

28%

Select service upper midscale

0.0%

% Point change in profit margin

% Change in F&B cost (PAR)

30

15%

% of F&B revenue

Cost PAR (£)

3-year average annual change in food & beverage costs (PAR) and % point
change in profit margin

Select service
upper
midscale

Payroll costs

Payroll costs have increased across all
categories of hotels throughout the UK,
with the shortage of low-skilled workers,
increased demand for staffing, rise in the
National Living Wage to £8.21 per hour and
employer minimum pension contributions
increasing, all having contributed to the
growth of payroll costs. In London, both
operational and undistributed payroll costs
increased by approximately 3.9% on a PAR
basis for the 12-month period Nov-Oct
2017/18, although the pace of growth in

payroll costs has fallen to approximately
3.5% as at Oct YTD 2018. Luxury hotels
and upper midscale hotels have observed
the greatest rise in payroll costs in London,
rising by over 4.9% and 5.2% respectively
for the 12-month period Nov-Oct 2017/18.
In regional UK, the select-service hotels
have seen the greatest hike in payroll costs,
with payroll costs spiralling upwards by
3.7% on a PAR basis, for the 12-month
period Nov-Oct 2017/18 and rising by 4.5%
for the ten-month period to October 2018.

50

FIGURE 18

-9%

Despite total departmental expenses
increasing by 3.3% in London and 1.4% on
a PAR basis for the 12-month period NovOct 2017/18, the level of rising costs has
slowed considerably compared to the fiscal
period 12-months earlier, particularly so in
regional UK. Nevertheless, there has been
considerable fluctuation between the various
hotel datasets, with London’s luxury hotels
and independent regional UK luxury hotels
having seen a greater increase in costs of
between 4.5% and 4.2%. On a PAR basis,
total departmental expenses have averaged
approximately £70 PAR for London hotels,
£50 PAR for UK regional hotels and £47 PAR
for the Top 20 regional UK towns/cities.

The Food & Beverage department typically
has the highest payroll cost, representing
38% of the total payroll cost in London and
40% in Regional UK. However, F&B payroll
costs for select service hotels, which by its
namesake offers fewer services, represents
only 29% of total payroll cost.

PAR (£)

In contrast, any movement in F&B cost of
sales has been moderate, with regional UK
witnessing prices falling by 2.5%, whilst
London has endured a rise of 2.8% over the
three-year period. Payroll costs have therefore
been the over-riding contributing factor to
increases in departmental costs, with London
sustaining on average a 3% point decline in
the profit margin to 30% and Regional UK
suffering a 2.5 % point decline in profit margin
to 33%.

Total departmental expenses

RESEARCH

Annual % Change

UK HOTEL TRADING PERFORMANCE REVIEW

LONDON
Food cost of sales PAR
Other F&B costs PAR

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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RESEARCH

GROSS OPERATING INCOME

UNDISTRIBUTED OPERATING EXPENSES

With London and regional hotels generating 85% and 73% of their total profit from the
Rooms department, the importance of achieving respectable RevPAR growth cannot be
overstated, particularly in a climate of rising costs.

London hotels record a 4.3% rise in undistributed operating expenses, for the ten-month
period to October 2018, brought about by increased payroll costs of 4.1% PAR, combined
with a hike in energy costs of 9.5% PAR. Despite regional UK hotels impacted by similar
influences, falling Sales & Marketing expenses and with no rise in A&G costs, this has
resulted in no material upward change for the provincial markets.

London’s hotels create on average a 76%
profit margin from the rooms department,
from which over 85% of their total profits are
generated and regional UK hotels produce
a profit margin of 69% from the rooms
department, contributing on average 73%
of a hotel’s profit, any growth (or decline)
in RevPAR can therefore potentially have a
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The increased costs incurred by the London
sample of hotels can be largely attributed to
the 4.4% rise in payroll costs, which equate
to 45% of the total A&G expense, combined
with a 5.6% increase in credit card fees.
Typically, as at October 2018, credit card fees
range between 19% and 20% of the total A&G
expense for the London market and around
11% for regional UK hotels. Credit card fees
payable by London hotels have increased by
a compound annual growth rate of 6% over
the past four years as a result of a surge in
contactless payments and elevated charges
in the processing of these transactions and
scheme fees. In terms of the regional UK hotel
market, despite a marginal decline in total A&G
costs for the fiscal period Nov-Oct 2017/18,
credit card commission has continued to

Sales & marketing
On a PAR basis for the 12-month period
Nov-Oct 2017/18, Sales & Marketing (S&M)
undistributed expenses (which exclude
payroll) have increased by 1.2% per annum
in London, whilst regional UK has recorded
a 5.3% decline in S&M costs. Whilst the
Top 20 regional UK towns and cities and
secondary cities hotel datasets have also

FIGURE 24

Undistributed operating expenses PAR (£) Nov-Oct 2017/18
5%

80
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60
3%

50

Annual % Change

FIGURE 22

Administration and General (A&G) total
expenses have increased by 3.9% per
annum in London on a PAR basis, whilst in
regional UK, the costs have remained stable
for the 12-month period Nov-Oct 2017/18.
On average, total A&G expenses in London
equate to around £17 PAR, compared to
approximately £11 PAR in regional UK.

surge upwards, rising by 3.9% on a PAR
basis per annum. Certain regional markets
have observed an above annual average rise
in the credit card fees payable for the period,
including the Top 20 regional UK towns/cities,
where this expense line has increased by 6.2%
per annum, select service hotels increasing
by 8.9% per annum and regional independent
luxury hotels recording an 8% rise per annum,
on a PAR basis.

PAR

Finally, despite RevPAR growth for regional UK
hotels improving, to 2.1% as at October YTD,
this has had no positive bearing on improving
GOI PAR. A combination of a lower rooms
profit contribution to total GOI (than compared
to London), compounded with declining
ancillary revenues and rising departmental
costs, have resulted in no uplift in profitability,
with GOI PAR held static at 0.8% for the
10-month period YTD period.
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FIGURE 23

Total operating departments Key performance indicators, % change per annum, Nov-Oct 2017/18
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London’s hotel market achieved some of the
strongest profit margins, averaging 64% GOI,
compared to 55.5% in Regional UK and 59%
for hotels located in the Top 20 regional UK
cities. London’s upper midscale hotels had
the highest profit conversion at approximately
68%, whilst London’s luxury hotels and hotels
located at London Heathrow achieved a much
lower profit margin, averaging around 59% to
60%. In terms of GOI PAR, London’s upper
midscale hotels recorded an average GOI PAR
of £99 for the 12-month period to October
2018, of which 88% of the contribution came
from the rooms department. London’s fullservice, upper-upscale hotels achieved an
average GOI PAR of £127, with 86% profit
contribution from the rooms department,
whilst London’s Luxury hotels achieved GOI
PAR of £199, with an 84% contribution from
the rooms department.

as at October YTD 2018, than compared to a
rolling 12-month period Nov-Oct 2017/18. The
stronger performance as at YTD 2018 reveals
a 1% uplift in RevPAR to 3.8% growth and
0.8% uplift in TRevPAR to 3.3% growth, which
has transpired into a 1.2% uplift in GOI PAR to
3.2% growth. This upward swing in the KPIs
reinforces the significance of the movement
in RevPAR, (particularly in a market which
achieves a high RevPAR), given the Rooms
department’s substantial contribution to a
hotel’s overall profitability.

For example, select service hotels in regional
UK achieved a 4.0% increase in RevPAR
and a 3.7% increase in TRevPAR, which was
translated into a respectable 4.3% increase in
GOI PAR for the 12-month period to October
2018. In contrast, upper midscale regional
UK hotels achieved 1.5% growth in RevPAR
but with only marginal growth in TRevPAR
of 0.7%, this resulted in GOI PAR remaining
static. This trend is further reinforced following
a review of the London market, which has
recorded stronger growth in top-line revenue

PAR

Gross Operating Income (GOI) PAR varies
considerably, according to location, size,
market positioning and the condition of the
hotel. For the 12-month period to October
2018, on average full-service, mid-market
hotels in regional UK properties, achieved a
GOI PAR of £58, compared to a GOI PAR of
£46 for select-service upper midscale hotels.
Regional UK upper-upscale hotels and the
Top 20 towns/cities achieved a similar GOI
PAR of £68 and £69 respectively for the same
12-month period, outperforming the total
regional UK market with a GOI PAR index
score of 108% and 110% respectively.

significant impact on a hotel’s profitability.
With departmental costs rising on average by
2.5% to 3% in London and between 1.4% and
2.0% in regional UK, an analysis across all the
datasets reveals that where a hotel market has
achieved less than 1.5% growth in TRevPAR,
this has resulted in either a small decline or a
very marginal increase in GOI PAR. In contrast,
where a hotel dataset has achieved respectable
growth in both RevPAR and TrevPAR, this
corresponds to a similar increase in GOI PAR.

% Change

For the rolling 12-month period, Nov-Oct
2017/18, the profits generated by the
rooms department averaged 73% of total
departmental profits for UK regional hotels
and averaged over 85% for London hotels.
With respect to UK regional conference hotels
and independent luxury hotels where ancillary
departments are more dominant, the profit
contribution from the rooms department
equated to 59% and 62% respectively.
In contrast, by limiting the provision of its
ancillary services, regional upper midscale
select-service hotels, derived 85% of its total
profit contribution from the rooms department.

60%

LONDON
GOI PAR

Rooms profit contribution

Novotel London Heathrow (Opened January 2018)

Source for both charts: HotStats, Knight Frank Research
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FIGURE 25

London – undistributed operating
expenses PAR (£)

Whilst RevPAR is used as an industry standard to measure the importance of revenue
management, GOPPAR provides a more robust, holistic industry benchmark to evaluate
the overall profitability of a hotel.
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Property, operations
& maintenance
For the YTD period to October 2018, total
Property, Operations and Maintenance Costs
(POM) have increased by 3.8% in London
and 3.2% in regional UK, with POM expenses
rising significantly faster in 2018 than for
the 12-month period Nov-Oct 2017/18,
where costs increased by 1.8% and 2.5%
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One of the biggest cost pressures and
challenges is managing rising energy costs,
with hotels being hit by both rising wholesale
prices due to soaring oil costs and the
sharp rise of non-commodity charges rising
year-on-year. These compulsory third-party
charges cover the cost of delivering electricity,
balancing the grid and all network costs, they
also include government taxes and levies to
support the development of renewable energy
and reduce carbon emissions.

% Change
Nov-Oct
2017/18

0%

% Change
YTD 2018 v
YTD 2017

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

FIGURE 26

UK regional – undistributed
operating expenses PAR (£)
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Our analysis shows that a positive change
in RevPAR does not automatically imply
a similar growth GOPPAR. For the rolling
12-month period to October 2018, our
sample set of London hotels achieved
a RevPAR growth of 2.8%, but with
rising costs GOPPAR growth was much
lower at 1.2% for the 12-month period.
Other specific London datasets which
experienced positive RevPAR growth but
declining or minimal GOPPAR included
London’s luxury hotels (0.9%) and London’s
conference hotels (0.5%). However, for the
ten month period to October YTD 2018,
improving RevPAR of 3.8% in London has
resulted in growth in GOPPAR of +2.7%,
as well as comparable uplifts in GOPPAR in
other London datasets, with the exception
of the mid-market hotels which has seen a
high rise in its undistributed costs.

Hilton Garden Inn Doncaster Racecourse (Opened September 2018)

-6%

% Change
YTD 2018 v
YTD 2017

Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

FIGURE 27

FIGURE 28

Gross Operating Profit PAR (£)
by Hotel Asset Class

Hotel profitability – key performance indicators % change
Rolling 12 months Nov-Oct 2017/2018

Rolling 12 Months Nov-Oct 2017/2018
5%
Secondary towns/cities

For the rolling 12-month period Nov-Oct
2017/18, utility costs PAR have increased by
5.3% PAR in regional UK, rising to 6.7% for
the period to October YTD 2018. In London,
utility costs have risen by 8.8% PAR for the
rolling 12-month period to October 2018,
but with heightened price increases in 2018,
energy costs have risen by 9.5% PAR for
the YTD period. In certain hotel data sets the
percentage change in energy costs is even
more pronounced, with a double digit rise
in energy costs in upper-upscale hotels for
both London and regional UK. On average
utility costs equate to approximately 2.5% of
Total Revenue in London and 4.1% of Total
Revenue in regional UK.

4%
Select Service upper midscale

3%

Upper midscale
Upper upscale
Top 20 UK regional cities (by TrevPAR)
Conference hotels
Luxury independent hotels

% Change

The dichotomy between increased
sustainability and the forever increasing need
to become more tech friendly has never
been wider, given the increasing expectation
and demand for free WIFI, power showers,
air-conditioning, contactless charging points,
universal USB sockets, adequate lighting, HD
TV and electric vehicle driving points.

Utilities

UK REGIONAL

Utilities

POM

Annual % Change

Operating expenses account for approximately
two-thirds of total POM expenses, increasing
by 3.8% for London and 2.9% for regional
UK on a PAR basis for YTD to October. Hotels
located in major towns/cities typically have
seen POM expenses rise at a faster rate than
the total UK regional market as existing hotels
seek to remain competitive during a time of
significant new hotel supply opening. Payroll
cost for the POM cost centre have increased
more sharply than undistributed expenses,
rising by 3.9% in London and 3.7% in regional
UK, whilst the payroll costs for hotels in the
Top 20 regional UK towns/cities have endured
a more dramatic increase of 5.2%.

Sales &
Marketing

GOPPAR fully evaluates the various
revenue, profit and cost centres of a
hotel and, therefore, provides a more
sophisticated and accurate indication of
how well a hotel is trading. Furthermore,
whilst RevPAR is strongly correlated with
GOPPAR, for certain properties, where the
profit contribution from Rooms revenue is
lower due to substantial ancillary revenues,
GOPPAR rather than RevPAR may be a
more appropriate measure.

2%
1%
0%
-1%

Upper midscale

-2%

LONDON

Meanwhile, S&M payroll, which accounts
for approximately 27% of total S&M
expenditure in London and 29% in regional
UK, increased on a PAR basis by 4.5% in
London, 4.7% in the Top 20 regional UK
towns and cities, 3.2% PAR in other major
UK towns and cities, but by only 1.2%
overall in the regional UK market for the
period Nov-Oct 2017/18.

respectively. On average, total POM expenses
in London cost £6.50 PAR compared to £4.30
PAR in regional UK for the YTD period to
September 2018.

PAR

seen a reduction in S&M expenses for
the same period, the level of decrease at
2.9% and 3.7% PAR, respectively, is not
so substantial. HotStats datasets include
franchise fees within the undistributed S&M
expense line. With franchise and royalty
fees calculated on a percentage of rooms
revenue, for London’s upscale and luxury
hotels as well as regional cities which drive
a higher RevPAR, this equates to higher
franchise fees being payable. As such, in
contrast to the wider UK market, hotels
located in major regional UK cities such
as Edinburgh and Manchester have all
recorded S&M costs greater than the wider
UK market. On average, total undistributed
S&M expenses for London hotels equate
to around £8.40 PAR, compared to
approximately £4.60 PAR in regional UK,
rising to £5.10 PAR for the Top 20 regional
UK cities and to between £5.00 to £6.75
PAR for major regional UK city locations.

A&G
2017/18

Crowne Plaza Mancherster – Oxford Road (Opened September 2018)
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Regional UK datasets show that for the
ten-month period to October YTD, regional
hotels have been more severely affected
by rising departmental operating costs
resulting in marginal or no growth in the
GOI. Combined with increased costs in
the undistributed operating expenses, this
has resulted in the majority of the Regional
UK datasets to suffer declining or minimal
growth in GOP.
With hotels having an element of both fixed
and variable costs, a hotel has to breakeven
prior to any RevPAR growth having a
material positive impact on the hotel’s
profitability. Hence, why, as at October
YTD 2018, with an increasing cost base, an
improvement in RevPAR growth does not
always deliver similar growth in the GOP.
The importance of understanding fixed
and variable costs is essential in order to
determine a hotel’s break-even point. The
type of hotel can also influence the ratio
of fixed to variable costs, with the select
service and mid-market datasets seen to
be operating at a higher than average fixed
cost, with the rise in undistributed operating
expenses impacting upon profitability more
so than other hotel types.

With hotels having an
element of both fixed and
variable costs, a hotel has
to breakeven prior to any
RevPAR growth having a
material positive impact on
the hotel’s profitability.

RESEARCH

FIGURE 29

Hotel profitability, gross operating profit PAR (£)
Nov-Oct 2017/18

TRADING PERFORMANCE OUTLOOK
KEY
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TOTAL REVENUE
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KAREN CALLAHAN MRICS
Head of Hotel Valuation

At this current time, clarity over the UK’s
exit from the EU remains far from clear.
The prolonged Brexit negotiations and
the volatile political and economic climate
make it increasingly difficult for businesses
to make informed decisions regarding
future investment and direction. The latest
inbound tourism statistics, published by
Visit Britain, for the first six months of 2018,
have recorded a 7% decline in overseas
visits to the UK, with an 8% decline in
business travel and a 9% fall in overseas
holidaymakers. However, the UK economy
has rebounded over the summer months,
achieving GDP growth of 0.7% between
June and August 2018, with strong growth
in particular coming from the tech and
media industries. Meanwhile, with UK
unemployment down to just 4% and UK
pay growth at its highest level in nearly a
decade, this presents further challenges
to the hotel sector, with a shortage of
labour and the increased cost of payroll all

significant issues, presenting real concerns
for the UK hotel industry.
Looking to the year ahead, we retain a
cautious yet optimistic outlook, particularly
for London, as we forecast RevPAR growth
in 2019 of 2.5% in the capital, as the city
will continue to be a strong performer
on a global scale, benefitting from its
international gateway city status. We
anticipate the regional UK market will retain
its vigour, with RevPAR growth of 2%,
however, the Top 20 UK towns/cities will
continue to outperform the wider regional
UK market for which we forecast 3.6%
RevPAR growth.
Whilst RevPAR growth rates have slowed,
controlling costs will become even
more significant in order to preserve
and enhance a hotel’s profitability. The
impact of a growing shortage of labour is
expected to intensify further, with payroll
costs continuing to spiral upwards. Staff

retention is set to become a priority, with
the situation exasperated by more intense
competition for trained staff by the
volume of new hotel supply continuing to
enter the market. Improving productivity
through creative, smarter operating
practices and embracing the latest hotel
technologies are set to become important
key differentiators in maintaining a
healthy bottom line.
Furthermore, as intensive users of energy,
there has never been a more critical time
for the hotel sector to find innovative
and affordable ways of reducing energy
consumption and to prioritise investment
in order to pursue opportunities in energy
efficiency. In doing so, the demands of
high energy use can be met in a cost
efficient way, thereby reducing energy
spend, enhancing profitability and
benefiting from offering a greener, more
sustainable hotel.

SOUTH EAST

£42

SOUTH WEST

£32

LONDON

£86
Source: HotStats, Knight Frank Research

GLOSSARY OF TERMS
BAR

Best Available Rate

POR

Per Occupied Room

PAR

Per Available Room

OCCUPANCY %

The number of rooms sold as a proportion of available rooms for a specified time period.

ADR (AVERAGE DAILY RATE)

Calculated by dividing a hotel’s total room revenue by the number of rooms sold for a specified time period.

REVPAR

The total Rooms Revenue divided by the total number of available rooms during the period.

TREVPAR

Total Revenue from all operating departments plus rental income divided by the total available rooms during the period.

GOI % / PAR

Gross Operating Income – Total Revenue less total Departmental Operating Expenses; expressed as a percentage of Total Revenue
or divided by the total available rooms during the period.

UNDISTRIBUTED OPERATING EXPENSES

Expenses attributable to the whole hotel, but not allocated to a specific department. These expenses are typically split between Administration &
General; Sales & Marketing; Property, Operations & Maintenance; and Utilities.

GOP

Total Revenue less Operating Expenses (Departmental Expenses and Undistributed Operating Expenses).

GOPPAR

Total Gross Operating Profit across all revenue streams divided by total available rooms during the period.

PAYROLL %

Departmental Payroll (or Total Departmental Payroll) as a percentage of departmental revenue (or total revenue).
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Residence Inn Aberdeen, Opened October 2018
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